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Yun chujiu looked at lie Yan’s three-tailed Fox King in confusion. “What is it?” “The reason why I was 

able to grow my fourth tail, I think it has something to do with the nine-tailed Fox’s tailbone that I 

usually play with. Perhaps the aura on it has stimulated my hidden bloodline. Can you give me a few 

more pieces?”Lie Yan’s three-tailed Fox King said in a fawning manner. Yun chujiu felt that it made 

sense, so she stuffed a few more tails of the nine-tailed Fox into the Spirit Beast Bag and left them for 

the three-tailed Fox King of Lie Yan to play with. Just as Yun Chujiu was about to cultivate, she felt an 

inexplicable sense of danger in her heart. She quickly activated the seven treasures sky-shielding 

umbrella that Dean Huangfu had given her. Three gusts of wind attacked Yun Chujiu. Yun chujiu dodged 

two of them, and the other one was blocked by the Seven Treasures sky-shielding Umbrella! Yun chujiu 

was shocked. It must be the three people who killed her last time. It turned out that that old B * stard, 

Yin haoyu, had not made any movements. He was taking this opportunity to kill her, hmph! Want to take 

her life? Don’t even think about it! Seeing that the three people had not shown themselves, Yun chujiu 

guessed that they had used a concealment talisman. Damn it, it was as if she did not have a 

concealment talisman! Yun chujiu also activated the concealment talisman. Then, she sadly discovered 

that the three of them were still able to accurately attack her. This could only mean one thing. These 

three people were all spiritual venerables and above, therefore, her concealment talisman had no effect 

on them. Yun chujiu had no choice but to put away the concealment talisman. Then, she cursed loudly, 

“Bah! Three people with spiritual venerables’cultivation level actually hid their heads and tails in front of 

me, a fifth level spirit sect member. How Shameless!” “This is all your Yin family has! You even used a 

concealment talisman to kill people. What a loser!” Those three people were usually proud and 

arrogant. After being provoked by Yun chujiu, they removed the concealment talisman and revealed 

their figures, one of them said viciously, “Stinky Girl, you took advantage of me last time. This time, you 

won’t be able to escape even if you have wings.” “The three of you, let’s Make a deal! I’ll use Spirit 

Stones to exchange for my little life, is that Alright?”Yun Chujiu said pitifully. The three of them laughed 

out loud. “Stupid girl, everyone says that you’re smart and resourceful, but now it seems like that’s all 

there is to it! After we kill you, your storage ring will be ours. Do We still need to make a deal with you?” 

Yun chujiu covered her mouth. “Ah, what you said makes sense. Why did I suddenly become stupid?” 

“Brother Li, Don’t talk nonsense with her! Just kill her directly. The longer it takes, the more trouble 

there will be. Otherwise, there will be more complications,”said one of the short and fat men. When the 

other two heard the short and Fat Man’s words, they launched another attack at Yun Chujiu. Yun chujiu 

suddenly took out a few talismans and threw them at the three of them. The three of them knew that 

Yin Xinlian was killed by Yun Chujiu’s sudden rupture talisman, so they quickly retreated to avoid it. They 

didn’t expect that after the explosion, they would realize that it was only a low-grade rupture talisman. 

The three of them let out a sigh of relief. It made sense. The sudden rupture talisman was so precious. 

How Could Yun Chujiu still have it? This low-grade rupture talisman was no threat to them at all. Yun 

chujiu kept throwing talismans. Without exception, all of them were low-grade rupture talismans. At 

first, the three of them still tried to dodge, but later on, they simply used their spiritual energy barrier to 

resist. Anyway, the power of this low-grade rupture talisman was limited. At this time, Yun Chujiu was 

already forced into a dead end. There was no way to avoid it. “Stupid girl, let’s see where you can run to 



this time! Prepare to die!”The short and Fat Man said fiercely. Yun chujiu showed a terrified expression. 

She took out a talisman and threw it at the three of them again. The three of them were very excited 

when they saw that they were about to kill Yun Chujiu, so they formed a spiritual energy barrier and 

continued to approach Yun Chujiu, they did not dodge the talisman at all. 

 


